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I. INTRODUCTION
In a social network, messages can be disseminated from a few individuals to the whole network rapidly. People can receive varieties of ideas and opinions from others in the network by different ways. Disseminating information affects different persons in a social network with a different degree. What rules are included in social activities like information dissemination? What kind of conditions can be conducive to communication in the social network?
Many scholars have studied in the area of social network. Document [1] has proposed a domain ontologies model focusing on social network information, which is suitable for describing a wide variety of social network analysis and visualization methods. Documents [2] [3] [4] have built information dissemination models to indicate, predict and analyze information dissemination in a social network. Document [2] has analyzed the social networks adopting a susceptible-infected and having a time varying informed rate. Document [3] has proposed a prediction model of the network information dissemination in the micro-blog network. Document [4] has established an analytical framework for the study of a multi-epidemical information dissemination scheme in which diverse `transmuted epidemics' are spread. Document [5] has focused on the influence of SNS network users' motivation on their behavior. Document [6] has designed a belief reasoning recommendation system with consideration of the relationships between the users in a social network. Document [7] has proposed an access authorization model incorporating diverse real life social relations and associated attributes such as trust, distance of relations and frequency of interactions.
People transmit varieties of messages and ideas to each other in the social network. Our behaviors and opinions are influenced by others as well. These interactions exist not only between social individuals with direct contacts, but also between those with an indirect relationship through an intermediary. They even exist between any two individuals in the social network. Mapping to the graph of the social relationship, the social individuals are represented by nodes in the graph, and the direct contacts between individuals are represented by edges. A path connecting two nodes in the graph can represent a communication way of these two individuals. No matter, how far between the individuals, they can influence each other as long as a path exists.
In this paper, we define trusting relationship to describe influences in the social network. However, the influence degrees are different. To measure the degree of influence between two individuals, trusting value is defined which determined by distance of individuals in the social network. An efficient algorithm is presented to calculate distances and trusting values of every two individuals in the social network. According to Txy, the trusting value of two individuals named node x and node y, we can know the degree of their mutual trust. The higher the trusting value is, the more they influence each other.
Further, analyses of Network Average Trust (NAT) are processed in several types of complex network to reveal the characteristics of the trust relationship in the different networks. Network Node Average Trust (NNAT) is also analyzed in specific networks to discover how network topology and node degree effect on NNAT. The results of simulation and calculation show that the characteristics of the small world and the free scale are beneficial to high NAT and NNAT.
II. TRUST MODE IN COMPLEX NETWORK

A. Basic Definitions
Definition 1: Social Relationship Network (SRN),
G=(V,E).
Here V denotes the set of social individuals and E denotes the set of direct contacts between individuals, i.e. if x and y are acquainted, <x,y>∈E. The trusting relation of social relationship network has the following properties.
1. Self completely trust principle. An individual trusts himself completely.
x∈V → <x,x>∈Tr ∧ Txx=1.
Mutual trust principle.
Two individuals trust or don't trust on each other.
<x,y>∈Tr →<y,x>∈Tr ∧ Txy=Tyx.
Trust transitive principle.
If the two individuals trust on the same individual, there also has trusting relationship between these two individuals.
<x,y>∈Tr∧<y,z>∈Tr→<x,z>∈Tr, Txy>0∧Tyz>0→Txz>0. It is not difficult to prove that trust relationships exist between any two nodes in the social network G when G is a connected network.
4. Maximum trust principle. An individual builds trust on another individual along the shortest path to acquire maximal trust value.
Txy=f (distance (x, y)). distance(x,y) is the length of the shortest path between x and y.
From the 4th principle, we can draw the following. 5. Trust diminishing principle. Trusting value of an individual is on the decrease along the shortest path in the social network.
z is in the shortest path between x and y→Txy<Txz ∧ Txy<Tyz.
B. Calculation of Trusting Value
When the two individuals, x and y are acquainted, i.e. <x, y>∈E, the shortest path from x to y is <x,y>. So, Txy, the trusting value between x and y is only determined by x and y themselves. Using mean field theory, in this paper we assume that of the two acquaintances, the trusting value is a constant. 3 ), where n is the total number of nodes in the network. In fact, in this paper, it is not necessary to consider the weight problem. Another method is based on breadth-first search [8] . Starting from a node in the network, it can access to all other nodes by breadth-first search, and the passing paths from this node to others are all shortest paths. Thus, starting from each node in the network, breadth-first search can be used to calculate all the distances between every pair of nodes. This method travels the network for many times. We hope to find a better algorithm. Therefore, basing on those classical algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12] , this paper proposes a greedy algorithm with high efficient to calculate the complete minimal path for social network.
The distance from a node to itself is 0. From all of the nodes in the network to their neighbor, the distances are 1. Then, basing on these nodes pairs, extending to their neighbors, we can find all nodes pairs with the distance of 2. Again, basing on these nodes pairs with the distance of 2, extending to their neighbors, we can find all node pairs with the distance of 3. …… And so on, until the distances of all nodes pairs are calculated.
C. Algorithm Realization
In the social network G, dxy is defined to denote the distance from x to y. Then the following conclusions can be established.
1. x∈V→dxx=0.
<x,y>∈E→dxy=1.
So, first step we should initialize dxy for all nodes pairs in the network. If x=y, dxy=0. Else if <x,y>∈E, dxy =1. Otherwise, dxy =∞. Next, for all nodes pairs <i,j> with dij=1, visit every adjacents v of the node j. If the distance from node i to node v has not computed yet, i.e. div=∞, the distance from i to node v is 2, div=2 now. And so on, when we have found all nodes pairs with distance of k, for every x,y∈E, dxy<=k or dxy=∞. Next step, for all node pairs <i,j> with dij=k, visit every adjacents v of the node j. If the distance from node i to node v has not computed yet, i.e. div=∞, the distance from i to node v is k+1, div=k+1. Last, we can compute all distances between every node pair in the network. 2 ). Here, <k> is the average degree of G and n is the total number of nodes in G. Because <k> is much less than n, it can be considered that the time complexity is O(n 2 ). It is better than Floyd algorithm and breadth-first search based method.
III. TRUST ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX NETWORKS
A. Analysis of Network Average Trust
Definition 4: Network Average Trust (NAT). It is the arithmetic mean of trusting values of all node pairs in the network.
For each nodes pair <x,y>, their distance dxy is less than n. We can use an array named Count for statistics. Count(i) (0<=i<=n-1) is equivalent to the total count of node pairs with i distance. So:
NAT can reflect how closed the members are in the network as a whole. When NAT is higher, it is easy for information dissemination and sharing. Individuals will be apt to accept others' ideas and opinions.
To analyze the influence power among individuals in different types of complex networks, this paper has calculated NAT for many complex networks with different scales and different structures. Coupling networks, small-world networks, stochastic networks, and scale-free networks are all included [13] [14] [15] [16] . To be convenient for analysis and comparison, NAT is calculated with assuming λ = 0.8 and average degree <k> = 10.
The nearest neighbor coupling network is selected for analysis of the coupling network. This type of coupling network has fixed structure. So NAT can be obtained directly according to the following formula.
Here, symbol "\" is the modulus operator. For different scales of nearest neighbor coupling network, the values of network average trust are shown in Table I (λ=0.8 
, <k>=10).
There have a few random edges in the small world network. So, simulation is used to calculate and analyze NAT of the small-world network. The small world network is a kind of network between the rule network and stochastic network. NW model is used to build smallworld networks in this paper. Starting from nearest neighbor coupling network which has n nodes and k-2 degree, n new edges are made randomly. Thus, a small world network which has n nodes and the average degree is k is built. Then the NAT is calculated according to the simulated NW network with different scales. To ensure the correctness of the results, each type of simulation experiments has conducted in 100 times and the averages are obtained. The results are shown in Table II (λ=0.8,<k>=10). All edges in stochastic network are random. According to ER model, <k>n/2 edges are generated randomly among n nodes. Thus, a stochastic network which has n nodes and the average degree is k is built. Then, NAT can be calculated for these stochastic networks with different scales. To ensure the correctness of the results, each type of simulation experiments has conducted in 100 times and the averages are obtained. The results are shown in Table III ( λ=0.8, <k>=10 ). Scale free network is a heterogeneity network which has power law degree distribution. BA model can build a scale free network dynamically based on characteristics of the growth and priority connection. Starting from a complete network with k +1 nodes, nodes will be added one by one. When a node is joined in the network, k/2 edges connecting this node and the existed nodes are also joined. Existed nodes with higher degree have a greater probability to be connected. Thus, we can build a scalefree network which has n nodes and the average degree is k. NAT can be calculated according to the simulated BA network with different scales. To ensure the correctness of the results, each type of simulation experiments has conducted in 100 times and the averages are obtained. The results are shown in Table IV (λ=0.8, <k>=10). In nearest neighbor coupling network, each node has the same degree (k=10). The distances of node pairs are evenly distributed from 1 to n/k. When the total number of nodes n is increasing, there are many long distance node pairs arisen. So NAT is reduced significantly following the increase of n. Although in NW network, there are only a few random edges, nodes can be linked with distant nodes by these random edges. Thus, distances of node pairs are shortened. So NAT in NW network is higher than in the nearest neighbor coupling network. And with the increase of n, NAT has slowly down. Like NW work, ER network also has the character of the small world. So, the total number of nodes has little effect on NAT. Because all edges are random in ER network, compared to NW network, the distances of nodes pairs are shorter in general. So with the same scale, NAT in ER network is higher than in NW network. In BA network, the total number of nodes n also has little effect on NAT because of the character of the small world.
There have a few nodes with a great degree in the BA network. Taking these nodes as intermediaries, nodes pairs in the BA network can contact by a short path. So, BA network has higher NAT. The data in the tables above have fully proved the characteristics of NAT in different complex networks.
B. Analysis of Network Node Average Trust
Definition 5: Network Node Average Trust (NNAT) is the arithmetic mean value of trusting values of nodes pairs including a certain node. NNAT of node i is calculated by the following formula.
The following formula is another method to calculate the NNATi. Counti(x) is equivalent to the total count of the nodes pairs which include node i and the distance is x.
The average trust of a node can reflect how degree this node trusts on others or be trusted on by others. The node i with high NNAT indicates that information or opinion from this node is easier to be accepted by others and the information appeared in the network may be sent to this node with a higher probability as soon as possible.
To analyze the power of different individuals influence on others in a complex network, NNAT of nodes in different types of complex are calculated. NAT is calculated with assuming λ = 0.8 and average degree <k> = 10. All nodes in nearest neighbor coupling network have the same characteristics. They only connect with those nearby. Their degrees are all same. So, NNAT of every node just equals to NAT of the network. NNAT of nodes in nearest neighbor coupling networks with different scale are shown in Table V which we can find the data  are same as Table I .
Simulation according to NW model is used to build several small world networks. Then, we can calculate the NNAT of nodes in these small-world networks. Obviously NNAT of a node depends on its degree. NNAT of nodes are calculated and classified according their degrees in NW networks with the total of nodes are 500, 1000 and 2000 (n=500, 1000, 2000) . The result is shown in Figure  1 (a), (b) and (c) . Here, x-axis is the node degree, y-axis is NNAT. Figure 1 , we can find that the total of nodes has an effect on the NNAT of nodes in the network, just as it effect on NAT of the network. With the same degree, nodes in the large scale network have less NNAT while nodes in the small scale network have bigger NNAT. For example, assuming the node degree is 8, NNAT is about 0.45 in the network with n=500 (shown in (a) of Figure 1 ). In the network with n=1000, it is less than 0.41(shown in (b) of Figure 1 ). In the network with n=1000, it is about 0.37(shown in (c) of Figure 1 ). Comparing the data in Figure 1 with the data in Table V , we can find that the structure also has a certain effect on NNAT. In same condition, NNAT of a node in a small world network is high than NNAT of a node in a coupling network. For example, while n=1000, NNAT of nodes in nearest neighbor network is 0.04 (see it from the second row in Table V) , whereas NNAT of nodes in NW network is more than 0.4 (see it from (b) of Figure 1 ). The difference of NNAT in a small world network can also be calculated. When n=500, the difference between maximum and minimum of NNAT is about 0.09. When n=1000, the difference is about 0.06. When n=2000, the difference is about 0.07. They are similar. It indicates that different nodes in a small world network have a little difference of their NNAT.
Simulation according ER model is used to build several stochastic networks with the total of nodes are 500, 1000 and 2000 (n=500, 1000, 2000) . Then, we can calculate the NNAT of nodes in these stochastic networks. The result is shown in Figure 2 (a), (b) and (c) .
From (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 2 , High degree nodes has high NNAT can be also found. And with the same degree, nodes in the large scale network have less NNAT while nodes in the small scale network have bigger NNAT. These two characteristics of NNAT in stochastic networks are same as small world networks. Comparing Figure 1 with Figure 2 , we can find that the structure of stochastic networks has more positive effect on NNAT than little word network. In same condition, NNAT of node in stochastic network is higher than NNAT of node in a small world network. For example, while n=1000, degree=10, NNAT of nodes in NW network is about 0.43 (see it from (b) of Figure 1 ), while NNAT of nodes in ER network is about 0.49 (see it from (b) of Figure 2 ).
When n=500, the difference between maximum and minimum of NNAT is about 0.125. When n=1000, the difference is about 0.10. When n=2000, the difference is about 0.085. They are all more than that in a small world network. It indicates that different nodes in stochastic have some difference in their NNAT, but not very sharp.
Simulation according BA model is used to build several scale free networks with the total of nodes are also 500, 1000 and 2000 (n=500, 1000, 2000) . Then, we can calculate the NNAT of nodes in these scale free networks. The result is shown in Figure 3 (a), (b) and (c) .
Characteristics of NNAT in small world networks and stochastic networks are also can find in scale free networks from (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 3 . More, comparing Figure 3 with Figure 1 and Figure 2 , we can find that the structure of scale free networks has most positive effect on NNAT. In same condition, NNAT of a node in a scale free network is highest. For example, while n=1000, degree=10, NNAT of nodes in a BA network is about 0.53 (see it from (b) of Figure 3 ).
When n=500, the difference between maximum and minimum of NNAT is about 0.13. When n=1000, the difference is about 0.14. When n=2000, the difference is about 0.15. They are all more than other types of networks. In a scale free network, there always have a few nodes with high NNAT whatever the total of nodes in the network is, because there have very high degree nodes in a scale free network. In coupling network, all nodes have the same degree. In small world network and stochastic network, the node degree is concentrated around the average degree of the network. So, the NNAT of nodes have little difference, especially in the network with large scale. Comparing with Figure 1 and Figure 2 , it is not as smooth as Figure 3 , but the variation trends are same. Nodes with high degrees also have high NNAT.
In BA network with power law degree distribution, the degrees of nodes are dispersed. There have a few great degree nodes and many small degree nodes. The NNAT of the nodes with a great degree are high of course.
Interestingly, the NNAT of small degree nodes is also higher. In BA network, NNAT of different nodes with different degree have a little different. With the same degree, nodes in the BA network have higher average trust than nodes in the ER network. Even if the node has less degree, it can reach other nodes quickly by the intermediate nodes with a great degree. 
C. Analysis of a Certain Instance
In this section, a miniature social network is shown in figure 4 as an example.
There are 40 nodes in this instance. It is a stochastic network. The average degree is 4. Calculating NNAT of every node, the result is shown in Table VI taking λ=0.8. Node 3 has the maximum value of NNAT. It is 0.6326. Node 19 has the minimum value of NNAT. It is 0.4651. NAT of this network can also be calculated. It is 0.5620.
People in the network known the message will tell others. After rounds and rounds transmitting, all will know the message. The information will be disseminated all over the network even if only a node has known it at first. But different resource of the information has a different effect on information dissemination. Many papers have proved it [17] [18] [19] . Trust has an effect on information dissemination. Assuming the probability of information dissemination is 0.1 and taking Node 3 as the information resource, all will know the message after 38 rounds of dissemination in average. If Node 19 is the information resource, all will know the message after 49 rounds of dissemination in average. High NNAT is beneficial to an information resource. To investigate the effect a node on others, assuming opinions of Node 3 and Node 19 on something are at opposite poles (10 indicates strongest support while -10 indicates strongest support opposition), others will be effect by them in different ways and different extent according trusting values. The opinions of other nodes can be estimated by the following formula. 
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Here Ei is the estimated value indicating the opinion of the node i. The result is shown in Table VII . Ei can be used to form a basic evaluation according opinion of others before he knew little. If the trust value Tij is high, they will effect on each other more. In Table  VII , if Ei>0, it indicates that the node i is more close to Node 3. While Ei<0 indicates that the node i is more close to Node 19. The average of Ei is 1.7152, more than 0. It is because NNAT of Node 3 is higher than NNAT of Node 19. In many case, especially in online shopping and estimate, trust s very important, we can see it in many papers [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . NNAT provides a new way in this area.
IV. CONCLUSION
Trusting value can measure close degree between two individuals in the social network. Network Node Average Trust can measure the general influences of members in the network. Network Node Average Trust can measure the influence of an individual on others. NAT and NNAT of network are impacted by network topology. The network with characteristics of the small world and the free scale has high NAT. More scattering degree distributes, the higher NAT is. For networks with the same size and average degree, the sequence according to NAT increasing is coupled network, the small-world network, random network and scale free network. NNAT is an increasing function of the node degree. It is also affected by the network topology like NAT. Nodes in the scale free network have high NNAT than others under the same condition. So, we can draw the conclusion that the scale free network is most conducive to the information transmission and communication.
Many methods based on mathematical statistics are also used to research dissemination rules in the social network. Comparing these methods, trusting relation provides a static datum to analyze and estimate the situation of information dissemination in a certain network only according the network itself. Trusting values between individuals with direct contacts are the primitive input datum. They are one of the key factors to determine how far the information can be disseminating and how many people will receive it. The other key factor is the structure of the social network. Further, trusting relation can also be used in some other social activities. Whether persons can communicate well or not is determined by their trusting value. What degree a person's opinion will be accepted by others is determined by its NNAT. The collaboration of the network is determined by NAT of the social network. The research of trusting relationship in complex network provides a universal way to analyze and resolve the social activities from the view of both the individual and the whole.
